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A REVISED EDITION WITH A NEW PREFACE

" Dr. Van Dyke's ' Gospel for an Age of Doubt,' which is often called the finest

apologetic of modern times, is constantly coming out in new editions. It is a book
that ought to be in the hands^— and heart— of every thoughtful Christian of the
day."— The Interior, Chicago.

" Dr. Van Dyke's lectures form one of the most eloquent defences of Christianity
that we have yet met with."— The Academy, London.

" The most vital, suggestive, helpful book we know in the whole range of theo-
logi'^al writing at this period."— The New York Times.

" The book can be heartily recommended as a sincere and thoughtful attempt to
show the consistency of Christianity with truth."— The Pall Mall Gazette, London.
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" His former volume, ' The Gospel for an Age of Doubt,' was but a preparation
for the discuss iun of this larger and more profoundly interesting subject. . . . Just
the book we need." — Dr. S. B. Rossiter, N. Y. Observer.

" A book for the times."— Christian Intelligencer.

" Sure to prove of immense value in leading the thought of the day."
— Congregationalist.

" The work is one to charm and saiiafy ."— Plain Dealer, Cleveland.

" One of the basic books of true Christian thought of to-day and of all times."
— Boston Courier.

" Experimental, vital, real."— The Outlook.

" A book so thoughtful, earnest, and at the same time so interesting, should, and
will, have many readers." Dr. George P. Fisher, Yale.

"Quotable . . . full of pithy thought."— Home Journal, 'i^tyf YorV.

" I have read it with le keenest interest, and have been greatly helped by it."

— Rev. John Balcolm Shaw.
" Sure to be widely read."— Tribune, Chicago.
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